CALL FOR PAPERS
Special Session on Advanced Signal Processing
Tools for Failures Detection and Diagnosis in
Electric Machines and Drives
to be held in the frame of
IECON 2013 - The 39th Annual Conference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society
10th -13th of November 2013, Austria Center, Vienna, Austria
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TOPIC OF THE SPECIAL SESSION

SPECIAL SESSION ORGANISATION

Most of the used failure detection and diagnosis techniques perform spectral
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analysis, such as Fourier or MUSIC techniques. Although these techniques exhibit
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good results in stationary conditions, they are not well-suited for a majority of
electric machines and drives applications. Indeed, these applications environment
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is predominantly nonstationary due to transients or variable speed operations. In
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this context, the involved signals are usually nonstationary, embedded in noise, and
can contain closely spaced frequencies. It is then obvious that failures detection
and diagnosis in such applications are challenging tasks that need using advanced
signal processing tools.
Following, a successful special session organized in Montréal during IECON 2012,
this session intends to focus on state-of-the-art researches and developments as
well as future trends in (but not limited to) the following topics of interest in electric
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machines and drives applications.

ing you to Vienna, Austria from 10th to

1. High resolution techniques;

13th November 2013.

Important Dates
Regular Paper submission:
Notification of acceptance:
Final submission:

April 01, 2013
June 15, 2013
August 01, 2013

2. Time-frequency representations;
3. Demodulation techniques;
4. Pattern recognition techniques;
5. Statistical signal processing techniques.
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